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HOLIDAY AT HOME? 
ENJOY CINEMA AT HOME

http://www.elementscontracting.co.uk
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In wall speakers behind 
acoustically transparent fabric

Motorised side masking screen

THE ALTERNATIVE HOLIDAY DESTINATION
 

These days, holidays and travel will be challenging but in your 
own home cinema you can still venture far and wide - to anywhere 
on earth or beyond!

We can implement home cinema in any available space in your home 
and integrate all of your TV and games - even your Zoom meetings.

Create a space that all the family can enjoy and which will enhance 
your home and provide the perfect escape from daily life.
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Motorised mirror drop with 
projector concealed in  the ceiling

Dynamic LED lighting and acoustic panels

CAN I REALLY DO THIS?

We have packages to suit all budgets; ranging from a simple living 
room upgrade to a fully fledged dedicated space with custom design.  
 
All packages feature options to hide the technology away completely 
if required and our intuitive control options can bring it all to life 
at the simple touch of a button.
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Port hole glass isolates projector from room

Diffuse dynamic LED lighting panels

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

Our cinema packages are always tailored exactly to your requirements 
and will normally include these elements:
 
 · Display such as TV or projector and screen
 · Audio processing and amplification
 · Speakers and subwoofers
 · Sources for Netflix, Sky TV and other services
 · Easy to use smart control system (new or an extension of existing)
 · Any options such as; lighting, seating, acoustic treatments    

 and heating/cooling
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Backlit acoustic panels

Integrated lighting control

THE PROCESS

We have done everything that we can to make the process 
of delivering your cinema as easy as possible.
 
Once we have established your requirements we will create a full design 
and budget for your approval. From there we will manage all the required 
trades and be your single point of contact for the duration of the project.
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Projection screen

Advanced automation including blinds

THE NEXT MOVE

Please contact with us to discuss how we can create your ideal 
home cinema in time for the holidays. 
 
Your initial consultation is free, without obligation and can be done 
via video call to maintain social distancing.

We understand that you will have questions on products and process 
and we will do our very best to answer all of those for you and to make 
delivering your home cinema as easy as possible.
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